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The
Evolution
of
Expression
is
a
method of growth.
There
can
be no
evolution
without
expression;
in order to grow, you
must

express

your-

Founded

self.
Dr.
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15, 1949, BOSTON, MASS.

who

was

to be the other

of

the

best

local

shows.

there,

the,

“Tello Test Ouiz” and “Spotlight
On
Youth.”
Meanwhile,
with an
eye to the future, he is associated
with the Television
Playhouse
of
New England.
But Jim will tell you that the best
of all the nice things that have happened to him was his meeting ‘his
lovely wife, Ruth.
They have one
Jim,
Jr. nicknamed
smiling
son,
A.K,
“Jay.”

SEEKS

MATERIAL

Bob Axelby, literary editor for the
1950 yearbook, is seeking material

nings,

For

Yeur

Information,

with

Guy Aylward and Mitzi Lampert is
presented.
It is designed to answer
any questions students may _ have,
concerning the school, or otherwise,
Tuesdays at 4:30, we have Mailbag, an all request show. Those requesting selections, should leave their
choices in Box 202. At 4:50 on Tuesdays,
a sports
show,
concerning
Emerson sports is conducted by Tom
Quain and Randy Goetze. Bill Dewitt leads Jazz Alley every Tuesday
and Thursday, at 5:30, and features
the, tops in jazz records.
Dick Hodkin gets a well deserved
show of his own at 5:00 on Thursdays, as he entertains with piano
selections. Sandy Semel and Charley
Bornstein lead the quiz show, Who
Am I at 5:15 on Thursdays. George
Duchin is doing a special piano show
4:15 Wednesday.

Station

Briefs

The publicity dept. under the direction of Rod Parker is going all
out in their effort to secure a listening audience for the station. They
post schedules
every day
in the
Smoker and the Girl’s Dorm.
—- “Tod”
for that college publication. Poems,
short stories, etc. will be acceptable.
They should he typewritten. All submitted material should be placed in
Box No. 6.

Group Defeats
R. I. State

During
recent
weeks,
debating
again became a major activity at
Emerson, and a local group has already represented our school in major New England competition.
Under the direction of Mr. William Rodiger, graduate student at
Harvard Law school, ten students
have demonstrated interest in the
new program and began work on the
national topic, “Resolved; that the
United States should adopt a policy
of giving grants so as to equalize
education opportunity in tax supported school.
Mr. Rodiger, a graduate of the
University
of
Wisconsin, — there
coached and debated on a Western
conference championship team and
personally won the Northern Oratorical League Title.
Recognizing that most schools in
this area have been actively debating
since last October, the local group
decided to plunge immediately into
a heavy schedule, beginning with the
annual New England tournament at
M.I.T. on February 26th.
Gerald
McCarthy,
Alan
Belknap,
Gene
Wood and Lloyd Sherman were selected to represent the group and
non-decision
debates
with
Tufts
College were immediately scheduled.
Considering its inexperience, the
Emerson
squad
fared
surprisingly
well in competition. Losing by close
margins to Harvard and Tufts, teams
which pressed into the semi-final and
final rounds for the championship,

Here

An Athletic Association has been
formed at Emerson College.
The
new organization has resulted from
several conferences between school
officials and the athletes who carry
the school banners. Joseph Whalen
was named president of the group at
the organizational meeting.
With Emerson participation in intercollegiate athletics growing during
the last several years, a need for a
group to handle the new activities
was recognized. Members of the several athletic groups in the school
were therefore chosen to represent
their respective sports in this association.
At the present time, there are fourteen members in the group.
They
are Dean
Russell, Administration;
Mr. Elmer M. Fisher, Business; Mr.
William
Brotherton, Faculty; Jack
Weir and Gene Wood, basketball;
Tom Quain and Bill Williams, baseball; Gerry Lozier and George, Grzebien, track; and Bill. Burkhardt and
Gil Rich, sailing. Besides Mr. Whalen, other officers are: Jack Weir,
Vice-President; David Maynard, Secretary and Alden “Commish” Robinson, Treasurer. A constitution has
been presented to school officials for
ratification.
(Continued on page 4)

Lit Section

To Incorporate
Feature

Articles

The Literary Section has become
the Literary and Feature Section,
as of this issxe. With more interest
being expressed in such a page, it
was decided to change the Lit Section to include feature items, such as
reviews of books, jokes, or interesting
little
blurbs.
Therefore,
the
Berkeley Beacon voices a need for
material to put into just such a
section. Short stories, poems or anecdotes
are acceptable.
Sylvester
Raccoon also requests that people
contribute material to the new column, Jokes and Jottings, which Mr.
Raccoon is compiling and editing.
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Its
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first
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highly among
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past,

interest

managed

to

beat

a

far

more

the

more

society
students

in its activities and widen its base
of participation.
Meetings will be
scheduled for Tuesday evenings and
Thursday afternoons, and any interested students are invited to seek a
place on the squad.
The debate team has announced
plans

for

debates

with

Suffolk,

Bos-

ton
U.,
Harvard,
M.I.T.,
Tufts,
Mount Holyoke, and a trip to Bowdoin College, in Maine. At the conclusion

of.

the

debating

season,

it

hopes to interest Emerson students
in extemporaneous speaking.
———0O—

it still

the speak-

competition.+
to

One
foolish
erson
seeking

experienced
Rhode
Island
State
team.
Moreover,
Lloyd
Sherman student.
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Seven new productions have made
their appearance on WECB.
They
represent a lot of hard work by
some very enterprising people who
are anxious for the greater success of
the, station.
At five o'clock, on Monday eve-

will be known

nationally

ch
i
C

New programs sprinkled
throughout WECB’s weekly
schedule

Em

In the March 1949 issue of Radio
and Television Mirror, a lead article
described the radio career of one
Jim Metcalf, disc jockey for station
WAAB in Worcester.
This is the same Mr. Metcalf who
learned his radio ABC’s at Emerson between 1940 and 1942, after
taking part in school plays at Northbridge High School, and holding the
president's office in the glee club at
Worcester
Academy.
During
his
stay at Emerson, he was vice-president of his class, and held the same
office in Phi Alpha Tau Fraternity.
Before the war, Jim started working in radio at station WKNE
in
Keene,
New
Hampshire
and _ at
WJAR
in Providence.
Then came
three and one-half years with the
navy in the South Pacific. After being discharged from the service, Jim
jumped back into his old spot at
WJAR, later moved on to station
WSAR in Fall River, and in February, 1948, to WAAB.
Jim has come fast at his present
station, and now holds the coveted
assignments of announcer for two

New Productions
ERS Station Bows

on

in Mag

Seven
Make

er
s

Alumnus

Pictured above are the student members of the Athletic Association. Gerald O.
Lozier is missing from the photograph.
They are: l. tc r., top row, Thomas
Quain, Eugene Wood, Bill Williams, and Jack Weir.
Boitom row: I. to r.
David Maynard, Joseph B. Whalen, and George Grzebien.

Editor

Emerson

Ar
ol
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ge

Petrucci, Ted Sannella and Bill Munroe, are to be lauded for the success

Featured

As

9

Eminent Scholars
Periodical Editors

A. A.
Formed

tendant, had been called to her home
Saturday afternoon and was unable
to attend the dance.
Following the crowning ceremony,
the queen sat in state as President
Paul Mundt of the Junior Class led
the Grand March in review.
The event was considered one of
the finest in Emerson College history.
Held in the beautiful Louis
XIV Ballroom, with popular Freddie
Guerra and his orchestra supplying
music for dancing, all who attended
enjoyed themselves immensely.
The prom committee, composed of
Art Kershaw, George Markham, Kay

Emerson

Post
Several
Named

ASSOCIATION

at-

of the affair.
Mr. Mundt, and his
fellow officers, Miss Wentzell, Liliane
Gonfrade, and Joanne Sanderson also
deserve
much
credit.
After
the
dance, Mr. Sannella said he wished
he could thank everyone personally
who attended the dance and made it
such a huge success.

NUMBER

Accepts

More than three hundred couples
were present at the Hotel Somerset,
Saturday, March 12, when Miss Adele
Wentzell was crowned as queen of
the Junior Prom. After receiving the
throne, from last year’s queen, Miss
Wentzell was crowned by Dr. Boylston Green.
She was attended by
Miss Rita Dorfman.
Miss Joanne
Hazzard,

College

Emerson

—

pollster visited Emthe
average
college

emergence

Notes

Dr.
William
S. Knickerbocker,
Professor of English at Emerson College, has accepted an invitation to
be editor of a new periodical, Victorian Notes, to be published from
Emerson College by a group of scholars in Victorian Literature associated
with the Modern Language Association of America.
Dr. Knickerbocker will continue
his courses at Emerson and will undertake this new editorial responsibility as supplement to his contributions to American scholarship. The
national reputation of Emerson College will be sustained by this new
magazine because it will circulate
widely in America and even overseas.

Scholars

in

American

colleges

and universities who will receive it
will be reminded of the creative significance of Emerson College.
Dr. Knickerbocker has a national
reputation as a scholar and editor.
His books, Creative Oxford, Classics
of Modern Science, and Twentieth
Century English are favorably known
in most
American
institutions
of
higher learning. His edition of Matthew Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy
is

used

as

a

text

in

most

college

courses in Victorian Literature. His
sixteen years as editor of The Sewanee
Review
(1926-1942)
were
eminently successful in discovering
and nurturing some of the best known
American critics of the present day.
The Editorial Board of Victorian
Notes, besides, Dr. Knickerbocker,
consists of the following: Prof. Paul
A. Condit, Butler University, Indianapolis; Prof. Hill Shine, MacMurray
Teacher's College, Illinois; Prof. William Templeman, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill., and Prof. Gordon S. Haight, Yale University.
In addition to this new honor to
Emerson College, Dr. Knickerbocker
was invited to contribute an essay
on “Victorian
Education and _ the
Concept of Culture” to a symposium
by eminent American scholars, The
Re-Interpretation of Victorian Literature, which will be published this:
Spring by Princeton University Press.

Former Graduate
Sends Students Here
Miss Marian Shine visited Emerson on March 4th to announce that
Lawrence
High School, Lawrence,
Mass. is planning a Career Day sometime in April.
Miss Shine’s students at Lawrence
son College, class of °42, and is now
head of the, Speech Dept. of Lawrence High School. There are 500
students
enrolled
in
her
Speech
classes. She is still very interested in
Emerson College and stated that, at
the present time we have three girls °
whom she, sent here: Janice Harvey,
Moira
Higgins and
Cynthia
McGeoch.
Miss Shine’s students at Lawrence
High School will put on a Strauss

- operetta

in the spring.
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Here’s a lesson on how to avoid
an issue, which I learned recently.
1. Answer a question with a question.

(This

results

in tossing

the “hot

potato” back in the lap of the inquisitor, thereby flabbergasting him
into silence.
2. Slowly (and subtlely) drag the
immediate question over to another,
completely unrelating incident, thereby confusing those who inquire, until
they've forgotten the original question.
3. A very helpful method is to
interject
several
anecdotes
which
have no bearing on the immediate
subject.
This should be followed
with quizzical facial expressions (les-

sons in POE may be applied) on the

Martsh 4, 1949
Deer Edater:
Wil u sea that the folowin peepel
get the mesaj beeloe: Elan Adees,
Leesa Goldstine, an Tomass Fitspatric.
:
The Mesaj is abowt the leter by

Franc Skirball printted in the Martsh
ferst ishu of the Beakley Bercon.

Skirball

sugjested

that

the

Mr.

Bercon

get a korektley speld list of awl the
stoodents’ names who atend Emerson. The Edater seemed to like this
sugjestion,
butt,
never
the _ less,

mispeld

Mr.

Skirball’s name.

Let it bee knon, their four, that
Mr. Skirball’s ferst name is speld
F-R-A-N-C.
Knowtis the, “C”
instead of the “K”.
Tema Dushan, °52

P.S. At least I know how to speel
Franc’s and my names. T.D.

(Since

those

who

question

are im-

mature, and adolescent . . . and are
only governed by emotions.)
5. Be diplomatic enough to answer a strong question so that the
person asking will look like an insignificant moron for having asked it.
Signed,
Garbage

Ed.—This newspaper has been criticized, in a back-alley sort of way,
for some of the letters which have
appeared on these pages. To critics
we say, all questions have two sides
and the newspaper doesn’t necessarily agree with the letter writer. The
Letters to the Editor column is an
open forum, in which all may participate.
If you feel that your views are being slighted by a letter in this column,
remember that the letter only represents the individual views of the
writer, and that you have the same
opportunity as he, or she, to express
your views.
Space allowing, we will print all
letters
received
by
this
column.
Names are withheld, if requested,
but names must accompany all let-

ters.

Ed. And thus, we hope, ends our
trials and tribulations with misspelled

names.

N.S. A. Plan
Coming Here
In the very near future, Emersonians will receive the first of many
benefits to be derived from the Col-

lege’s

membership

in

the

United

States National Students’ Association.
Among other projects which will
be discussed at length in future articles, is the Purchase Card System.
The idea is briefly as follows: cards
are sold to individual students for
one dollar.
This membership entitles the, student to make purchases
with a discount privilege in any of
the various stores which have signed
contracts with the NSA. This means
that a member is able to receive, sizable discounts in stores throughout
the country, from coast to coast.
Thirty-five percent of the amount
paid for membership will go to NSA
headquarters, and _ sixty-five percent
will return directly to the Emerson
NSA fund to further similar worthwhile projects.
In colleges all over the United
States, NSA is regarded very highly
as an organization which operates
solely for the benefit of the students.
Emerson’s recent enrollment as a
member
college promises limitless

us that

the

doubt, a vital part of the drama
dept. Terry’s background for the
field is extremely adequate.

He, was born in Parkersburg, Va.,
and grew up in Richmond, Va., and
Danville, Ill.
Terry attended Arlington High School, where he was
President of the Drama Club, win-

ning

the

state

and

New

England

Drama Festival Award.
After graduation from high school,
Terry entered Miami Univ. in Oxford, Ohio, studying there until his
entry into the armed forces in 1941.
In the army he managed to tie up
his work within the field he was most
interested. He, attended special serv-

ice school

in the U.

S. and

in “Actors’

Cue.”

And

now

that we’ve delved into the alumni
department,
we, might
add _ that

Mort Hoffman became the father of
a baby girl recently.
News and Views: John Meunier
loves ham on rye sandwiches .
Congratulations and best wishes to

Debbie Smith and Ronald

Little on

their engagement . . . Enjoyed the
bridge babble of Hank Campbell,
Sally Lou
Hilton,
Gloria
Betros,
Anne Schoenberg, and Doris Littlefield
Helpful financees:
Bill
Kenly and Freddy Neustadt, the intended of Rose Esposito and Lisa

Goldstein, respectively . . . Bob Conlon is sorry he can’t find some money
laying around
Brian Higgins
thinks Emerson is a queer place and

ch
i

releases depends, to a great extent,
the reputation of the school; your
school.

with

South

Pacific.
One
of the schools was
headed by Major Melvyn Douglas.
This work proved very interesting
and profitable to Terry. In traveling
with the USO he was employed booking. Also, he staged the overseas
production of Oklahoma, as well as
directing many soldier-cast shows in
the Manila area.
Terry was discharged in 1946. He
entered Emerson that summer.
-He
immediately fell in with the drama
dept. and in 1947, was appointed
asst. director to Mrs. Kay.—Terry has
been in at least twenty productions
at Emerson, and has many outside
activities. Yet, he still manages to
keep his name on the Dean’s List.
Terry’s interest in the, theatre goes
far beyond
acting.
His technical
skill is surprising and his abilities as
director are sure to prove him successful when he goes out to trod
the boards.
After graduation, Terry intends to
spend the summer abroad in touring
and observing theater techniques. In
the fall, he plans to enter Yale
Drama School and work for a masters degree.
Terry’s aspirations are well defined and very high, but he has his
feet well planted on the proverbial
ladder of success. Although quiet
and unassuming,
Terry will have
no trouble proving himself because
he has all the qualifications for a
fine director.

doesn’t mind being quoted. . . Watch

Roy Leonard, he’ll go places .
Good entertainment teams: Callaci
and
Szathmary,
Carson
and
La
Torre . . . Best wishes to Pat Hilton
and her Pittsburgh potential
Bob Tull reminds us to hurry up and
order our class rings—the deadline is

Ar

in such

Em

part of the one avoiding the discussion. This implies, “Do you mean
to infer that J haven’t answered the
questions
satisfactorily?”
(This
is
more effective if spoken, of course.)
4. Remark that you are older and
higher in position, thereby implying
that one shouldn’t question superiors.

appear

Anyone connected with drama in
Emerson has surely been introduced
to Terry Schuman. He is, without a

ol
le
ge

EDITOR

may

notice

SCHUMAN

C
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Ed:
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LETTERS
Dear

dure of relating to strangers just what
Emerson College is and what Emerson College does. This should not
be. This would not be if more publicity were to emerge from the sanctuaries afforded by 126, 128 and 130
Beacon St.
Therefore, as student
representatives, the Berkeley Beacon
has volunteered to aid the college
by handling the outside, publicity of
students.
This is a difficult job and cannot
be handled without student assistance. One very great help would be
the, willingness of all students to cooperate in allowing publicity concerning them to be sent out. Another
great aid would be the volunteering
of students to assist BB writers in
preparing the releases for outside distribution. On the quality and con-

agree

son, Alan Leavitt, and Bob O'Neil.
Bob, incidentally ,is studying at the
dramatic
workshop
of
the
New
School in New York City. He’s had
several leads, is understudying in
“Twelfth
Night,’ and received a

EDITORIAL:
Become publicity conscious.
Recently, cards on which to write home
addresses and the names of home
newspapers, were, presented to most
students. The purpose of these cards
is to give the Berkeley Beacon the
necessary information with which to
contact the home journals of all students. The purpose of this is to give
the students publicity, which many
of them so richly deserve.
Some students may feel that they
do not wish to have publicity blurbs
sent to their home towns. But students who do feel so are wrong. For
publicity given them, although it
will aid personally, will also aid their
college.
Emerson College is not getting
enough outside publicity, and students owe it to themselves and the
future of their college to see that it
does.
Constantly Emerson students are
faced with the embarrassing proce-

you'll

tables as Mary German, Mary Hodg-

ee Paul F. Mundt
TOD
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Juniors gave us a fine dance last
week.
Some belated credits: Joanne
Sanderson, Paul Mundt, Bill Munroe, George
Markham,
and
Ted
Sanella.
Emerson was graced recently by
the reappearance, of such former no-

Cliff Simpson,
Rosaly Goldberg,
Robert Perkins
4
Sports,
Bill Williams;
Radio,
Robert Stampleman;
Meet the Faculty,
Eleanor Davis;
No
Strain
Here,
Howard
Heinlen;
Beacon
Banter,
Rita
Dorfman;
Student
Spotlight,
Ellen
Goldberg;
Calling All Veterans,
Bill Munroe.
Bob Doyle, Beatrice Coulouris, John Struckell, Gwendolyn Gates, Franc Skirball, Art Kershaw,
Marion Grant, Robert Birney, Francis Borbas,
Dana Herbst, James
Collins, Roger
Sheehan, Jack Weir, Tom Quain, Dave Maynard, Joe Reznik.
Staserh ClOf
PPO
een
TRUM

BANTER

Now that your corsage is pressed
between the covers of a book or your
tux is stored away for a while, per-

ve
s

‘THE

opportunities
for the present as well
as the future.
Support
of the Purchase Card
System is your first step toward the
realization of the many advantages
our NSA membership can bring you.

Former
was

a

student,
recent

James

visitor

DiStefano,
at

Emerson

College.

upon

us.

All our eager fellow students seem
to be, directing their glances toward
spring vacation, which is just down
the road a piece. And why not?
“Sweet spring is your
time is my time is our
time for springtime is lovetime

and Viva sweet love.”
Thank

you,

Mr.

Cummings!

—SuSIE

Dr.

Pierce

Course

States

Possibility

A Current Events course currently
required of every senior at Dartmouth College has been receiving

much

praise

or

condemnation

throughout the country. When asked
recently how he felt about such a
course for Emerson, Dr. Pierce, head

of the History Department, replied:
“T don’t think the course could ever
be offered here at Emerson in the
Dartmouth form, because this college is nowhere as rich as Dartmouth,
and hasn’t the necessary finances to
pay the salaries of all the experts,
who would have to be brought in
to teach. If such a course were offered here at Emerson, only Seniors
would be allowed to take it, and it
would be, optional, not compulsory.

“A course similar to that of Dartmouth’s might be worthwhile. Probably the history department could
work out a syllabus and assign the
students to attend certain lectures
around Boston. If we had the course
at all it would be one on contemporary affairs. I would approve of such
a course if the details could be
worked out. I would like to experiment with it. The practical difficulties, however, might make it im-

possible, for the immediate
SAVE!

SAVE!

SAVE!

Eat at Your School's

future.”
B.D.

STRAIN

HERE

No Strain here, because, it is getting to be rush time for fraternities
—which really puts more of a strain
on the frat members than on the
rushees . . . but wait till Hell week
starts! Three of the sororities rushed
too . . . only their energies are,
directed toward the presentation of
entertainments . . . the Kappas are
doing a revue which amounts to a
satire of our Almamammy . . . the
highlight, I predict, will be the sequence
on THE
EXPRESSION-

ISTIC

REVOLUTION.

Zeta

Phi

Eta is going dramatic with Shubert
Alley and under Fran Flaherty’s inimitable direction, the show can’t
miss. See both!
Saw cute Jean Lamont, back for
a short Emerson visit, tother day.
We hear Peggy Inwright is now located in a Maryland women’s college, which reminds us that the tracks
around Baltimore, should be opening for Spring meets any day now.

Speaking

of horses,

a horse

named

Billy Perry has been winning consistently down in Florida during the

winter.

That’s a hunch bet for some-

one, or else, we don’t know what a
hunch is.
Walking into class one day, Dr.
Gray-Smith came out with this philo-

sophical

exclamation.

(Philosophical

pen’)

THE

lingo

WORLD

“What

Ho!

for ‘Wha

Hop-

is missing!” It

seems some would be Atlas made
off with his maps.
An approaching marriage is that
of Larry Luce. (Ed. Congrats, Larry.
We didn’t know that.)
The Great Diamond Robbery, the
Junior Lab’s production in May will
be ‘the gem’ of the season. Its mellow-melodrama from the word ‘Go!’
Farewell to lovely Lorraine Ballard formerly of the Admissions Office. We'll certainly miss her! Red
Collins and Ed Hasset baked her a
cake (ed. oh, oh—has anyone checked the local hospitals.)
The Young Lochinvar.goes. to Dr.
Pierce for his efforts in seeing that
our chapel services are as nice as they
are. What a wonderful list of speakers he has scheduled.
It behooves
all the students to go to chapel and
show him their appreciation.
Ed
David, a freshman, has started on
the, right foot by attending regularly
all semester.
The Baby Lochinvar goes to Pat
Noerdlinger, Marion Geller, Johanna
Erhlich, Mary Hill, Dot Rozzi and
Anne Bailly for bothering to put out
their cigarettes in the sand contain-

ers.
Dot Rozzi has the, cutest joke about
a little teddy bear. Why doncha ask
her sometime.
—Skip

BELKNAP

RETIRES

Due to the outside pressure of
literary activities, Alan Belknap has
been forced to retire from his position as President of the Press Club.
Although his resignation has not officially been recognized, Mr. Belknap,
in a release sent to this paper, revealed his intention.
In the release, Mr. Belknap criticized the paper, stating, he wished
that someday the editors would cut
out “those stupid little corny squibs
that leave virgin white column completely disreputable.” He. also stated
that he hoped his dramatic criticisms
had
stimulated
an
theater at Emerson.

interest

in
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LITERARY AND

“Hear ye!

Hear ye!

Court of New

Haven

in session.

The District
County

is now

Be seated.”

His voice rose and fell. And yet
it was as piercing as the siren wail

which

faltering

with

passed,

tones,

by your apartment house evenings.
Your head rocked with vibrating
waves, and tall, thin men in blue,
kept whirling through your vision.
Then another man stood up, and

he loomed

as he spoke,

larger and

larger, until you seemingly were engulfed within his bulk.
Ramsey,
case of Joseph
“The
American, versus the state of Connecticut.” He screamed in a_ high,
Marilyn’s voice .. .
shrill voice.
she
when
she sounded
the way
screamed at Joseph Ramsey. “Ram-

versus . . .

sey versus . . . Ramsey

Ramsey versus” .
The words echoed and re-echoed,
until, shuddering with fright, you
awoke, and realized where you were.
You turned the lights on and went
to the bathroom. Then you entered
the kitchen and finally returned to

for a Jersey

told

him

gambling

to

syndicate,

telephone

and

Bill.

The

shyst loved gags, so he had his secretary call Bill, saying it was the
New York office and that my old man
wanted his son. The shyst got a tenspot as his fee and Bill took a ride

to Gotham.
“At five beils,
Marilyn’s office,

I was
armed

flyaway excuse.

in front of
with Bill's

She, accepted it, and

after a short talk with a friend of
hers, took me up on a proferred ride
home.
“I suggested a drink. She kind’ve

liked

the

idea.

We

stopped

at

ride up to Lake Warmaug, for an
evening swim. I had a small place
up

MEV

“When the fresh air struck us,
the drinks really hit her. I had to
She was
help her into the car.
half-lying across the seat when I
hopped in. I lifted her up, so she
was leaning against me.
“She began to sober a little. I

stopped by the roadside and kidded

her into taking a drink from a bottle
resting in my car compartment. She
tilted the bottle and I held it there.
She choked on the liquor, coughed

up

some,

but

taken

she'd

a good

“T am a murderer.”

a couple of times.

Whv

be so now?

it.
was

That
also.

simple.

You

used

that

“T killed two people.”
Then you got down to facts. But
go ahead. Have your say.
“Oh, I’m not a standard type mur-

derer.

I used a fool-proof method.

When

I got

through,

society

pitied

me.

“Tt all began the day my brother
Bill introduced me to his girl MariThey were young, enthused.
lyn.
They were going to be married. Maybe I gazed too long at the girl, but
I didn’t mind the looking. She was

all right.

Bill didn’t catch my stare,

but she did, and sent one, back. My
conversation with Bill was average
enough for two brothers who seldom
saw each other. I told him I was
still a gambler, and he said he was
still a junior exec in the old man’s

shop. You see, I was sort of a black

sheep in my family.
“But this Marilyn interested me,
from a physical point of view. She
was made just right, and looked ripe
for the making. I decided then to
catch, or invent an opportunity to
see her, when Bill wasn’t around. I
found out where she worked, where
she ate, and discovered that Bill
really kept a latch on her. He used
to wait outside her office every evening and drive her home.

“A

couple

of weeks

later—three

weeks ago on a Wednesday evening
—TI found an opportunity to see this
Marilyn alone. The chance was of
my own making.
I heard my old

hysterical

on

I

me.

slapped

her

Then she stopped

making any sound at all. All she did

was stare. That was worse than the
screaming.
over her clothes, and
I threw
the living room. I
into
out
walked
needed a drink. When I came in, she
was slowly pulling her clothing on.
Finally she finished. I told her to

She still hadn’t

come out to the car.

spoken a word, but was starting to
whimper softly.
“As we drove back toward town,

neither of us spoke. She looked collapsed in her corner of the car. I
stopped at a corner near her home
and ordered her out. She still hadn’t
spoken, but she did as I asked. She
turned

the

in

glare

front

of my

you

didn’t,

you were dead.
The gas you had
turned on in the, kitchen had done
its work. And I suppose you died
with a clear conscience, so perhaps
you won't like it any to hear that
nobody will ever know your part in
this.
For you see, Joseph Ramsey, I
figure into this too. When I killed
your

brother,

that

made

me a

hero,

and gave me a coveted job on homicide. I’m kind’ve selfish, and when
I picked up your ‘heart-rending’ confession, which lay under your stiffened fingers, I placed it in my pocket,

and

later burned

any

new

it.

the

value

nonsense,
of

what

I

of

my

car,

headlights,

and

in

I saw

her walk, head-bent, onto the road.
“Suddenly a car, going fast, came
around the corner. Maybe she didn’t

see it. Maybe she did.

But she, kept

on walking. The guy who was in the
oncoming auto threw on his brakes,
but too late. I stepped on the starter,
threw in my clutch and took off. I
read of the ‘unfortunate? accident in
the next day’s papers. Some guy in

one of the corner bars told me

he

heard the coroner had hushed up a
report that she’d been drinking. The
funeral was a big one, but I didn’t

go.
“Well my brother Bill heard the
He was a smart
coroner’s report.
cookie; could add two and two and
make four. He must’ve figured that
I was four.
“T guess you people know what

placid

Rainbow,

and

*

*

Mr.

for my

part in

REVIEW

(The book reviewed here may be
found in the special loan library,
which is located on a special shelf
in the school library, top floor, Bldg.
130.
Students are urged to avail

themselves of the opportunity to so-

licit this library, and for a nominal
fee present themselves with the gift
of some fine reading.)
Mortal Storm—Phyllis Bottome—
(Little, Brown and Co., 1938).
Perhaps you think a book written
ten years ago is not new enough for
you? Perhaps you feel that the Nazi
influence over a group of originally
charming and decent young men, are
of no account? I think you would be
wrong in that thought, and_ that
feeling.
Such
influences are still
strong and dreadful and alive today.
But anyway, the people, in this book
will be very alive to you, as you
read.
Once started, the book is not easy
to put aside. The cruel breaking up

and

Berkeley and Beacon.

BaILiy

The Red

Sea

will never clear so that I can reach
the shores of the Promised Land!
Continual waves of cars pass before,
me, going with the current of the
lights. I have sometimes waited what
seemed a day and a night for an
orange light. When one finally does
grin imbecillically at me, the other
light is bright green. This makes the
situation hopeless.
Usually I find
myself sandwiched in between the
cars. Then to enhance my predicament, a green arrow shoots out and

of the

or snows, a covering canopy of pur-

D.P.

Samuel Bluestein Company
Typewriters
Sold - Repaired - Rented
School Supplies Fountain Pens

379 NEWBURY

STREET

part

a

*

One local junk dealer, who still
has a horse and buggy, refuses to
pass Emerson College. It seems every
time he does so, numerous “whoas’
course loudly from the nearby buildings, and the poor man’s horse refuses to budge.
*

Bob Perry:

*

*

Where'd you get that

*

*

books.

Phyllis Bottome is one of England’s

the

*

Art Kershaw has thrust complete
trust in the invincibility of hamburgers, after ‘having shattered a
tooth cap in the, center of a tasty
beef morsel, recently.

most amazing modern authors. Mortal Storm is one of her strangest

the tragic end of an exquisite love
tale, the strange and dreadful changes
of character—these are unforgettable.
And the author is a wizard (if wizards are also feminine- with words,
excitement, and situation and ideas.

Well,

wasn’t original and
was original wasn’t

*

in the middle

*

dress?
Dot M.: Do you like it?
Bob: Yeah!
Dot: It’s really nothing.
Bob: That’s why I like it.

street, so cars turning the, corner
will have no excuse if they miss me.
All this traffic tends to unnerve
me. Sometimes, it ruins my whole
day. The prospect of having to re;
cross Beacon Street is enough to make
my day a living nightmare!
There
must be a way to disentangle the
traffic. I have thought of the solution.
The, only way out is to build an
overhead bridge for pedestrians only. Naturally, this crossing would
lead conveniently to the first floor
of Number One building of Emerson College. When it rains, sleets,

of an unusually close family group,

good
that
ae

I damn ail pedestrians: when 1
drive a car, and | damn all drivers
when I am a pedestrian.
Since I
am a foot-walker more often than an
accelerator-pusher, I shall endeavor
to defend the unhappy plight of the
former.
The two great hazards of
the pedestrian are, first to be completely run over, and, second, to be
frightened by the prospect of being
completely run over.
This mental uncertainty occurs to
me regularly every morning at about
ten mniutes to nine, at the corner of

points at me

*

Brotherton:

that was
the part
good.

HELENE

*

Bill Williams: Say, professor, will
you please explain how I got only
a ‘C’ on this paper you marked ‘good
and original.’

“OVERPASS FOR
EMERSON”
by ANNE

*

It was decided recently that the
duty of a faculty advisor is to advise.
Natural assumption, eh?

The storm ts
Over,
The clouds
Are once again
Calm and _ serene,
They pursue
Their way
In the right
Direction...

di-

this, I’m liable some day to join you.

BOOK

through

Time passes
In the skv
Appears a

did,

and making my shooting of your
brother seem like the work of an
itchy trigger finger cop.
But you know, Ramsey, I can’t
help but think, sometimes, that you’d
better tell Satan to put another coal

on the fire. “Cause,

Dr. Pierce: Young man, I can see
at a glance that your history book has
not been opened all semester. Why?
Bill Munroe: I was afraid I would
hurt its resale value.

I didn’t want

sympathetic

minishing

cepted for this feature.—Ed.)

And the once
Fair sky
Is dark and
Stormy.

because

er
s

dramatic.

Em

the desk and began to write.
You began to think. What would
you put down? Would you be dramatic? Christ, no! You were never

happened, but

(A new column, edited by Sylly
Raccoon.
Contributions will be ac-

Fall—

Well you stopped writing there
Joseph Ramsey. You may have gone
on to say you were sorry for what had

on

“To whom it may concern.”
That was a good start. You used

your room, where

at

I had been just inside the restaurant
that guy came out of; that if I had-

n’t gone back for a pack of cigarettes,

y.

Calm,

—

Jokes and
Jottings...

RoGEeRs

Serene.
Suddenly a gust of wind
Arises, and they are
Blown off their course.
They toss and
Turn,
And change from
Pearly white
Into darkish grey.
Rain starts to

“What they didn’t know was that

just as I was starting to leave, I
would’ve been on the, receiving end
of those bullets. They didn’t know
that because in all the excitement, I
walked away, and nobody noticed

there.
“IT started oiling her. I told her
she and Bill could come up there
That diswhen they got married.
armed her. She began to think me
the friendly, brother-in-law type. She
said my family, including Bill, didn’t
understand me. She was beginning
to get drunk and sentimentally slop-

They glide
Space,

for the cops it was open and shut.
Any motive was enough for them.

a

CLOUDS

ExizaBETH

Emotions
Are like clouds
Floating through
Space,
Not knowing
Which way
To turn.

But

small place I know.
The chatter
between us flew fast and the drinks
kept coming.
Then I suggested a

She leaned back against
quantity.
the car door and blanked out.
“When she came to, she was high
as hell. We’d just reached my lake
cottage. I took her in my arms and
she started to call me Bill. I gave
I
Then
her another stiff drink.
She thought I was
kissed her hard.
my brother. That was jake with me..
“When I carried her inside, she
was all over me. I brought her into
one of the bedrooms.
“When she sobered up enough to
realize what had happened, she went

you sat down

reason enough to try to kill him.

by

ve
s

Sometimes it scared the, holy living hell out of you.
The sirens
roared in the street and you shuddered, fearing the wail would subside, and then it passed, died in the
distance and you breathed a sigh of
relief. Then again, you hoped the
whining sound would stop and come
for you. You felt that it would be
easy that way; that the way would
be clear and the death a simple answer. It was then you remembered
that the sirens never would stop—
for you. You were in the clear and
not wanted. No, you were not wanted, but you convicted yourself a
thousand times, you with the hard,
calloused heart.
Then you had a dream.
The
judge entered the court room, and a
tall, thin guy in a blue, uniform
pounded on the table:

THE

happened. The papers said he shot
a guy that was coming out of a restaurant, and then ran for it. Some
sharp-shooting cop threw a couple of
bullets into him when he wouldn’t
stop. He died without saying a word.
The, guy he shot was only wounded.
The only explanation he could give
the cops was that he and Bill worked
for rival firms, but he said he didn’t
think that would have given Bill

ch
i

man was in the city. So I contacted
a shyster friend of mine, who fronts

Firzpatrick

ol
le
ge

JUSTICE

C

VEILED
by Tuomas

FEATURE SECTION

Ar

—

Ed Hassett:

and

she

*

*

My girl can’t rhumba,

can’t

waltz,

but, boy,

can

she intermission.
*

A
the

*

*

prominent person has said that
things he accomplishes on his

trips are
newspaper

for the good

of all.

The

story said, therefore,

that

when so and so left for a trip, it was
for the good

of all.
Be

He

Randy Goetze:
bowlegged man.
Mrs. Maxfield:

Hey,

look

Now,

that’s not polite, think.

at

Randolph,

How

would

Shakespeare have said it.
Randy:
(Thinking it over) Ho!
What manner of men are these who
wear their legs in parentheses.
Fe

Thin

Paul

ie

ae

Mundt

was

almost

charged with the defacing of school
property, when he was found leaning
against a second floor wall. So still
was Paul standing, that he was mistaken for a poster.
*

the

*

*

John Meunier had his feet out in
aisle and was chewing gum in

Mr.
Connor’s
class.
looked
at
him
and_=

Mr.
Connor
said_
rather

sharply:
John, take that gum out of your
mouth and put your feet in.
*

*

*

A singer at a local nightclub advertises: “Sum up the beauty of Rita
Hayworth and the talent of Dinah
Shore, and you have, me.” We’re

sadly afraid that one of us is pretty
poor at addition.

—Sytiy

Racoon

There is a through buildings passageway located on the third floors
of all buildings.

ple and yellow could be unfurled to
protect Emerson talent from the ele-

ARTHUR

ments
My dream can only
through the unflinching
of You, the Students.

Rally round!
“Overpass

be realized
cooperation
Come all!

Help, now! Our motto:

for Emerson!”

the

W.

O'CONNELL

STATIONER
Greeting
127

Cards

-

Newbury

St.

School Supplies
KE 6-2048

Allocation Group Sought
In Student Constitution

(continued

from

Panthers

page

1)

Nipped

In

the final game of the season,
the Emerson Panthers were, nipped
by Newton Jr. College, 35-32. The
game was played Feb. 17th at Newton High School.
The season record for the Panthers was three victories and nine
defeats.
The Emerson J.V.’s fared
much better than the Varsity, winning the lone encounter which they
played.
The
Dramatic
Dribblers,
however, seemed to be the biggest
gate attraction of the season, thanks
to Messrs. Meunier, Callaci, Cutler,
Fitzpatrick and Robinson.

Baseball

Coming

The baseball season holds a bright
outlook for 1949.
With the entire
varsity

team

from

last

year

return-

Em

ing and with the addition of what
appears to be a good stock of freshmen, Tom Quain says the Purple
nine should have a good year. Plans
for a schedule are underway at the
present time. Men interested in trying out for the ball team are encouraged and asked to do so. Watch
the bulletin boards for further developments.
Managers
are
also
needed.

Prospects

Bright

Track looks like an up and coming sport at ©. C. David Maynard,
Gerry Lozier and George Grzebien
are working to secure a field for
practice and meets. Anyone desiring
to participate in track is requested
to see any of the mentioned above
three.

Sailing Club
Under

the

ship of Prof.

guidance

Joseph

and _ leader-

E. Connor,

a

sailing team is taking form. Approximately 40 members of the Yachting
Club seem to be interested. Any
male, or female student, having interests in sailing, are requested to
contact Prof. Connor. A knowledge
of sailing is not necessary.
Classes
will be conducted for interested candidates.
Officers of the club are: Commodore, William Burkhardt; Vice Commodore, David Maynard; Secretary,
Nancy Beck; Bursar, Richard Ness.
The son of Professor Connor spoke

at a recent meeting of the club.

early

John

Spring

Meunier,

practice

TEAM

traditional

on

Bob

the

lion

Fitts Elected
Choir Prexy
Duane Fitts was elected President
of the Emerson College Choir at a
special meeting, held recently. William Wente was named as Secretary.
Future plans for the organization
were discussed at the session.
The Choir has hopes of enlarging
its membership next year, now that
an effective nucleus of active and regular members has been formed. Under the direction of Mr. Grover
Oberle, of the music department, its
repertory of liturgical selections has
grown considerably and includes a
vigorous representation of modern
compositions.
The new president, “Duke” Fitts,
is busy making plans for the, coming
year which may include a series of
concerts and, perhaps an outside trip
for choir members. A committee has
been appointed
to investigate the
possibility of obtaining choir pins.

STARTS
but

Perry and

Esplanade.

that

EARLY

still didn’t

stop

Bill Williams, from

Bill is shown

tagging

baseball

getting

team

a little

outfielder

Meu-

nier out, with a snow-ball, while Umpire-in-Chief, Perry sez he’s safe. That
started a snow-ball fight which ended with official Perry running down the
Esplanade

in full flight.

HERE’S

A

A

French

Grammar

DATE!

In

case you haven’t heard, Zeta
Phi Eta is preparing its annual show.
This year the girls are going to present and an all-female production entitled, “Shubert Alley,” written by
Mel Dinelli.
Ive read the script,
and know the cast; it’s worth your
attention.
I didn’t know until the other day
that these girls stick by independence.
The producing, directing, scenery,
properties,
acting,
and__
publicity
come to you exclusively from the
Zeta group.
It sounds like a big
job for girls to tackle, but they've
started, and they're on their way.
When you hear of a team with
Frances Flaherty directing, Barbara
Brown as stage manager, and Pam
Lyght in care of properties, you get
a pretty good picture of what's to
come. I realize I haven’t mentioned
one name on the acting bill, but only
because I am not allowed to reveal
the line-up. Although, take, it from
me, the new Zeta pledges, who will
be active by production time, are
girls who
have established
themselves with good acting credits in
your theatre.
As for the play, “Shubert Alley,”
it’s something in which youre all interested; show business.
It consists
of the old plot “small town girl
makes good,” but it’s realistic.
It
presents the opportunity to view the
girls behind the make-up, sans affectation. As a matter-of-fact, they come
to blows in one scene.
It’s heartwarming, and a bit sentimental, but
as I said before, it’s show business.
The production goes up March
twenty-third.
Rehearsals
have already been scheduled and are under way. The girls of Zeta Phi Eta
are aiming for success, and it would
be great to let them know you're with
them. Be sure to observe the posters;
they're complete, with information.
The tickets are on sale, and may
be purchased from any Zeta Phi
Eta member. When these girls approach
you, just remember
what
they're striving for; think twice and
buy two. It’s going to be an entertaining date for you.—D.R.

book

serves

as home

plate.

radio work one has done in a school,
he, still lacks much to qualify him
for polished, professional work. Stay
away from the big city and work locally in smaller cities and towns,
where
much experience
is to be
gained and talent is usually needed.
One with a beautiful singing voice,
for example, will not be successful
becauses of his beautiful voice alone.
As soon as the individual appears
on the stage or platform, the audience (especially the agents present)
will sense lack of poise and small
tricks of entrance and exit.
The
musicians wil! know immediately if
you've had experience before the
public by the manner in which you
approach them and explain how the.
music is to be played.
It almost
seems that one with a fairly good
voice and much stage experience will
get the break, and it is so in many
cases.
Don’t
blame
the big-time
agents for not taking the risk of
booking you. Get outside experience
and then go to NY as a fairly finished
product. For nite club entertainers,
singers, dancers, etc., I'd suggest Boston as an excellent try-out area. For
legitimate stage I'd suggest a smalltown stock company. If you’re good
you'll be found sooner in a small
town than in a large city. In the
big city there are many who can do
what you can.
In a small town,
talent is usually limited, and you'll
be recognized sooner; then the neighboring town will hear of you; later
other nearby towns; then the capitol
city, and from there to neighboring
states. A good name travels quite
rapidly.
Don't run to Hollywood to get a
movie contract, regardless of your
talent.
Unless you are known to
some degree and have had considerable experience, you'll have practically no luck at all. I made that
mistake in 1947. I did manage to
get a few extra parts in movies, but
not enough to “condition” my stomach to 3 meals a_fortnight.Advice
given me while in the film capitol
was: go to a good drama school and
when you've completed the course
enter a stock company. Get enough
experience to try out for a Broadway
show, no matter how small the part.
Then when you come back to Hollywood and mention Broadway, your
chances will be a hundred times better than if you had gone out “cold.”
Every
store
along
Hollywood
Blvd. is run by aspiring actors. They
are behind soda fountains (I was a
jerk out there, too), working in department
stores
(I worked
in a

ve
s

Assn., and the president and treasurer
of each class.
It will be the purpose, of this group
to directly facilitate the proper handling of student activity funds. This,
in short, means that the students
will be handling their own money,
through their organizational representatives.
A similar plan has been proposed
by another group, but it should be
pointed out that the Student Gov't
suggestion was the original one.

candidates,

in like the

ch
i

ager of the year book; the president
and business manager of the Athletic

came

Ar

man-

BASEBALL
March

HERE’S

YOUR
GIRLS

BREAK,

(This is a third in a series on the
ups and downs, the opportunities and
what-not of Show Business, written

by Charley

Callaci—Ed.)

Don’t go to a big outfit for a job,
especially if you have just left school,
for no matter how much stage or
Pt

ee

8

er

ee

ee

of the

towns’

people

for out-

standing acting in the high school
or stock company productions.
But
what happens to these attractive,
sweet, home-type girls when they arrive? With only a limited amount
of money when they arrive in the
glamour town, they begin to pound
the pavement for work in a picture,
in shorts(?), or documentaries. They
receive promises from agents (many
of them shrewd slickers who are out
to dupe the dumb small-town kid),
“hope
for tomorrow,”
“trust me,
dear,” and so forth. Soon the small
amount of cash fizzles away. And the
sweet one who once said, “Why, who
does that guy think he is, suggesting
such things.” begins to get desperate,
cannot find a job of any kind and
checks her wallet to see. nottin dere
. not even change of 2 cents. No
carfare to go home.
Besides, she’s
too proud to go back to pa and ma
and the jeering neighbors and admit
defeat. What’s to do? The last resort! Off to the fresh guy to accept
his proposition. She’ll get food and
shelter anyway
and,
who
knows,
maybe a contract eventually. He did
say he’d do all he, could to get her
one.
Sounds cynical, doesn’t it? But
don’t take my word for it. Inquire
of others who have been out there
or, better still, go out and see for
yourself.

Kappa

to Present

Zeller’s Musical
Kappa Gamma Chi wiil present
Parker
Zeller’s
original
musical
show, It’s a Privilege, the 21 and 22
of April.
With the intention of having a
little fun, Mr. Zellers has good naturedly examined some existing pedagogical conditions and has come out
with a gay, rollicking satire on a
mythical college, which
bears remarkable resemblance to 130 Beacon
St.
The show moves with gay abandon, tongue in cheek, through two
acts of songs, dances, and skits concerning the students and faculty at
one Berkeley College.
Included in the cast are: Gene
Wood, Laurie Irving, George Markham, Eldon White, Ted Sannella,
George Grzebien, Jim Collins, Ed.
Hassett, Skip Heinlen, most Kappa
members, and many others.
The money received from tickets
will be donated

to the school.

(Ed.—

Advance
reports tell us that
show will be worth seeing.)

this

Nickole, Jones
Recent

Visitors

Leo Nickole, a first semester gradu-

ate, was a recent visitor at the college.
He
is currently
attending
Teachers College at Columbia University, where he is taking an M.A.
in Education with Concentration in
Drama.
He was accompanied
by
Donald Jones,

THE MARY STUART Dining Rooms
Facilities for Dinner Parties
and Meetings
Open
KE

6-3049

11-8
260
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“Chapels versus insects” is the tag
that Mrs. Cotton gives the second
act argument between religion and
science. In a way we might tag the
theme struggle in THE
LINDEN
TREE as one of “Chapels vs. insects” for Professor Linden is a devout believer in the personal touch
in education
while the academic
machine of Burmanly College is bent
on a scientific grinding out of knowledge — high pressure education — as
one, of the characters describes. it.
Professor Linden, holder of the
chair in history in Burmanly College,
has reached the retirement age. His
wife, a bored and slightly bitter woman is bent on his retirement to secure herself (and the professor) a
more enjoyable life with their capitalistic son Rex.
The professor is
of different mind and determines that
he will fight to the last ditch to save
his seat on the college faculty. On
his birthday the Linden family gather at Burmanly to celebrate and consequently to side for or against the
professor in his fight. Mrs. Linden,
Rex the new-rich son, Marion, a
daughter who has married into lesser
French aristocracy, are all against
the professors continuing his career.
Jean, the scientist of the family, and
Dinah the youngest and pro-continuance. Mrs. Linden enlists the aid of
the, University secretary to gain her
ends and is shocked to find, that
even after the University has informed the professor that he cannot
continue in his position but will have
to remain in an emeritus status, that
he, still refuses to leave. Mrs. Linden
goes off to London with Rex leaving
the professor with Dinah and as the
curtain falls the words of Alfred
Lockhart
are recalled:
‘The
old
and the young are best now Robert.
There’s a lot of rotten dead stuff
in the middle.”
THE LINDEN TREE was recommended for production to Mrs. Kay
by Maurice Evans. The play is presented in arena form with decor by
Mr. Mahard, costume supervision by
Patricia Havens,
and
lighting by
Franc Skirball. The cast includes:
Paul LaBossiere and John Struckell
as Professor Linden; Elaine Shahon
and Barbara Hudson as Mrs. Linden;
William
Perry, Eroll MacKinnon,
and William Morey as Rex Linden;
Gloria Backe and Betty Lou Manatis
as Dr. Jean Linden; Barbara Morse
and Pat Koltonski as Marion de
St. Vaurey; Rita Kramer and Sylvia
Hoffman as Mrs.
Cotton;
Nance
Metcalf and Marilyn Reese as Dinah
Linden;
Lloyd
Sherman,
William
Wilson, and Terry Shuman as Alfred
Lockhart.
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“THE LINDEN TREE”
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The Student Gov't recently submitted a proposed constitution for
that body to President Green. It is
expected a meeting will be held very
shortly for the sole purpose of ratification of this constitution.
The
meeting will be held with the Administration.
It.is felt by Student Gov't that a
large part of Student-Administration
friction is caused by the present
method of handling student funds.
A proposed plan, therefore, is the
establishment of an Allocation Committee. This committee will be composed of the faculty advisor of Student Gov't; the president and treasurer of Student Gov't; the, editor and
business manager of the Berkeley
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Suggestion contained in
presented to Dr. Green

young boys, underwear department),
drug stores, and gas stations (Pumping gas with an open-throat recitation
of Shakespeare Hamlet’s to be, hoping that one of the movie directors
spot him.); all are waiting for the
Pretty girls from all over the country run to Hollywood because the
home town voted her Queen of Blotsville. In many cases she was given
train fare to the big movie town as a
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